Silk Device for the Treatment of Intracranial Aneurysms. Part 1: Peri-Procedural Results, Technical Aspects and Learning Curve
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ABSTRACT

AIM: We evaluated the procedural outcomes of intracranial aneurysm treatment with the Silk device and its relation with operator experience. We also detailed some technical points we learned throughout our experience.

MATERIAL and METHODS: One hundred and six consecutive patients with intracranial aneurysms treated using Silk (BaltExtrusion, Montmorency, France) stent between October 2010 and November 2013 were included. Patients were evaluated in terms of age, sex, aneurysm size, location, technical success, and adverse events.

RESULTS: There were 106 patients (71 female) undergoing 116 procedures with a mean age of 49.8 (range: 3–78 years). Mean aneurysm size was 10.7±8.0 (range, 2–40 mm). Technical success of the procedures was 96.5%. Adverse event rate was 11.2%. Among adverse events, there were 4 adverse events without complications, 2 mild complications, 7 severe complications, 4 of which resulted with death. The adverse event rate was significantly higher during the first half of the operator’s experience. The rate of adverse events seemed to stabilize after around 50 patients. Adverse events, regardless of the presence or absence of a clinical complication, were more frequent in aneurysms larger than 18.5 mm.

CONCLUSION: Safety of flow-diverter (FD) placement for intracranial aneurysms increases with operator experience. Training programs in endovascular management of cerebrovascular diseases and relevant fellowship curricula must be adapted to include sufficient flow diverter experience. The learning curve needs to be kept in mind when studies comparing different FD devices or those comparing other treatments to FDS are planned.
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INTRODUCTION

Endovascular aneurysm embolization with coils have been criticised for inability to achieve durable aneurysm exclusion when compared to surgical clipping. With coil embolization, this is valid especially for large and wide neck aneurysms that cannot be occluded completely during the procedure and at follow-up they usually show high rates of re-canalization (8,27). Failure of these treatments led the physicians and the industry to investigate new techniques for better success rates to treat these large complex aneurysms. With the development of low-profile microcatheter-delivered self-expanding stents, intracranial parent artery reconstruction became feasible. Initially used technique was stent assisted coiling that resulted in better packing of the coils. With stenting, recurrence rates
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decreased although it still remained as a problem. Flow-diverter (FD) devices were designed to decrease the aneurysmal filling so that thrombosis formation inside the aneurysm could be facilitated. Then with the formation of the neo-intima along the neck, aneurysm is excluded from the circulation (25).

In this study, we evaluated the safety and early outcomes of the Silk endovascular device (SED) in the treatment of intracranial aneurysms. We also evaluated the technical aspects and the learning curve, an issue that was not previously highlighted for Silk device. We also detailed the techniques and methods we learned throughout this learning curve.

MATERIAL and METHODS

Subject and Methods

This is a retrospective study evaluating patients with intracranial aneurysms treated with Silk (Balt Extrusion, Montmorency, France) stent by a single neurovascular team between October 2010 and November 2013. 106 consecutive patients treated with 116 successful or unsuccessful procedures were included in this study. These patients were considered in terms of age, sex, aneurysm size, location, procedural success, adverse events.

Dual Antiplatelet Therapy

75 mg clopidogrel and 300 mg acetyl salicylic acid were initiated at least 5 days prior to procedure. Patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) who needed urgent operation were given either loading dose of 600 mg clopidogrel prior to procedures or intravenous Aggrastat (DSM Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Greenville, North Carolina, USA) during the procedure, continued with 24 hour Aggrastat infusion with a loading dose of 600 mg clopidogrel. For the maintenance treatment after the procedures, all patients continued with 300 mg acetyl salicylic acid and 75 mg clopidogrel once daily for 6 months. After routine control at 6 months, treatment continued with 300 mg acetyl salicylic acid alone.

Endovascular Procedures

All procedures were performed under systemic heparinization and general anesthesia using monoplane (Innova 4100 GE Healthcare, Wisconsin, USA, Siemens Multistar, Erlangen, Germany) or biplane (Artis Zee Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) digital subtraction angiography (DSA) machines. Parent artery and aneurysm sizes were measured using 2D and 3D images.

2-5 ml of intraarterial Nimodipine (Nimotop, Bayer, Newbury, Berkshire, UK) was infused in the parent artery after placement of a 6 Fr guiding sheath (Penumbra Neuron, Penumbra Inc, Harbor Bay Pkwy Alameda, CA, USA, Epsylar Ettlingen, Germany or Flexor shuttle guiding sheath, Cook Medical INC. Bloomington, IN, USA) via the transfemoral route. Then a distal access catheter [Fargo mini (Balt Extrusion, Montmorency, France), DAC 44 (Concentric Inc, Kalamazoo, Michigan, USA), Fargo / Fargo Max (Balt Extrusion, Montmorency, France) or Neuron (Penumbra Inc, Harbor Bay Pkwy Alameda, CA, USA)] was advanced to a secure point in the parent artery. Either Vasco+21 or Vasco+25 (Balt Extrusion, Montromercy, France) was chosen according to the planned size of the stent, and then was navigated distal to the aneurysm with a floppy microguidewire. When the stent reached the desired segment, the techniques explained below were used for the initial deployment:

1. The stent was deployed partially by unsheathing, similar to the deployment of a laser-cut stent, in order to prevent the forward movement of the stent (Figures 1A, B), followed by direct push technique (Figure 2).
2. The stent was deployed partially with direct push-out technique (Figures 3A-C).

3. The microcatheter was placed distally in the parent vessel, the stent was deployed partially and then the partially opened stent was dragged proximally.

After initial deployment, the following techniques were used to deploy the body of the stent:

1. Direct push-wire technique

2. Sequential catheter unsheath and catheter-load technique: After each segment of the device is unsheathed. This segment is forced to expand by pushing/loading by the forward force applied to the delivery catheter. This is repeated for every segment until the stent is fully deployed. One must be careful not to intussuscept the device.

3. Stent was partially deployed in a relatively over-expanded fashion into the aneurysm and then the over-expansion was reduced by pulling the entire system back gently (Figure 4A-C).

Stent apposition was evaluated by the 2D and 3D angiograms after the stent was deployed. If the stent was not apposed by
A learning curve was created by plotting cumulative proportion of cases with adverse event against number of patients treated (operator experience).

**RESULTS**

There were 106 patients (71 female and 35 male) undergoing 116 procedures with a mean age of 49.8 (range, 3–78 years). The data involved the time span between the admission of the patient and the time the patient was discharged. In one patient, the patient was readmitted 2 days following discharge due to deteriorating clinical status. The data regarding this patient’s second admission was also included in this study. The follow-up findings about this patient cohort are included in Part 2 of this series. The mean aneurysm size was 10.7±8.0 (range, 2–40 mm). Technical success of the procedures was 96.5%. Adverse event rate was 11.2%. Among these adverse events, there were 4 adverse events without complications, 2 mild complications, 7 severe complications, 4 of which resulted with death.

**Adverse Events**

*Without clinical sequela:* In one patient, a self-limiting carotid cavernous fistula, and in another patient a self limiting femoral arteriovenous fistula occurred. In one patient, a diffuse vasospasm at middle cerebral artery developed. In another patient, stent remained like hourglass shape and did not open any more but the patient remained asymptomatic.

*With mild clinical sequela:* One patient developed transient ischemic attack (TIA) with basilar artery perforating branch origin. One patient had post-procedural decrease in visual acuity.

*With significant clinical sequela:* Stroke occurred in 7 patients. Among 3 patients with total occlusion, one died due to cerebral infarction and 2 died due to hemorrhagic conversion of the cerebral infarction. In one patient, there was total occlusion of the ipsilateral middle cerebral artery (MCA) during the pre-procedural angiogram which was re-canalized partially with a stentriever, the aneurysm was treated successfully but the patient had severe hemiparesis on follow-up. One patient was discharged with disabling neurologic deficit and was later lost to follow up. One patient had a basilar perforator infarct and awakened from the procedure with hemiparesis. One patient had an arterial rupture during intra-arterial balloon inflation for flow diverter resulting with death.

85.3% of the aneurysms were located on anterior circulation and 14.7% of the aneurysms were located on posterior circulation. 22.4% of the aneurysms were located distally and 77.6% of the aneurysms were located proximal to the Circle of Willis.

Adverse event rate was significantly lower in the second 58 procedures as compared to the first 58 (11 versus 2; p: 0.013). These two groups were not significantly different in terms of age, sex and aneurysm size. At the beginning of the experience, the devices were deployed strictly by pushing the stent out/pulling the catheter back and once it apposed the vessel wall, by pushing out the stent only. The techniques...
Table I: Mean and Median Aneurysm Sizes in Patients with and without Complications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aneurysm Size</th>
<th>Mean±SS</th>
<th>Median [Min – Max]</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without complication (n=96)</td>
<td>9.5±6.3</td>
<td>8 [2 – 30]</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With complication (n=13)</td>
<td>18.0±10.8</td>
<td>20 [3 – 32]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for device deployment as mentioned above were refined with increasing experience.

The plot in figure 10 shows the cumulative proportion of cases with adverse event by number of patients treated (operator experience). The proportion with complications decreases with increasing physician experience.

The learning curve plot suggested that for our interventional team the adverse event rate was stabilized at around 50 patients.

Since aneurysm size is known to be a significant determinant of adverse events, we compared the first 58 patients to the second 58 in terms of size and found no statistically significant difference between two groups (p=0.26). Interestingly, overall complication rates significantly increased as the aneurysm size increased (Table I). Cut-off value for aneurysm size predicting complication occurrence was 18.5 mm with 61.5% sensitivity and 90.6% specificity.

**DISCUSSION**

Various published reports have shown that flow diverter use is a safe and effective way of treatment for intracranial aneurysm treatment. Initial experiences came from large single center studies and multicenter registries (9,17,20,25,29). Aneurysm occlusion rates of approximately 90% were achieved at 6 months. Morbidity and mortality rates of 0-6.8% and minor complication rates of 11% have been reported. The pipeline embolization device (PED) for the Intracranial Treatment of Aneurysms (PITA) trial was a multicenter single-arm non-randomized clinical trial conducted at three European centers and one center in Argentina in 31 patients with 31 aneurysms that were wide-necked or had failed previous endovascular treatment. In this trial, a total of 47 devices were placed with a mean of 1.52 devices per aneurysm. A single PED was used in 18 of the 31 cases (58.1%). PED placement was technically successful in 30 of the 31 aneurysms (96.8%). Severe complications of major stroke occurred in two patients (6.5%), with no reported minor strokes (25). Saatci et al. reported a 14% complication rate in a large series of 191 patients treated with the PED, resulting in permanent morbidity in 1% and death in 0.5% (28). Results from the Pipeline for Uncollable or Failed Aneurysms (PUFS) trial, which included eight investigational sites in the USA and two international sites, demonstrated that PED placement was technically successful in 107 of 108 patients (99.1%), stroke occurred in 8/107 patients (7.5%) and major ipsilateral stroke or death occurred in 6/107 patients (5.6%).(3). The results of our study in terms of technical success, morbidity, mortality and complication rates were consistent with the previous trials. Although an 11.2 percent complication rate appears to be higher than anticipated, it should be noted that almost half of the adverse events resulted in either no or mild clinical sequela in the early post-procedure period. Another point to keep in mind is that 38% of the aneurysms we treated were either large or giant.

In many studies, aneurysm size was related with aneurysm recurrence, that is, aneurysms with a diameter >10 mm have a higher rate of recurrence (21,33). In few separate studies the effect of aneurysm size on complication rates were reported. In a study by Chalouhi et al., safety and efficacy of 100 small intracranial aneurysms were evaluated and symptomatic procedure-related complications occurred in 3 patients (3%) with a high favorable outcome in the latest follow-up (5). In another study, Lin et al. demonstrated only one complication in 41 patients with 44 aneurysms < 10 mm. (13). In the PUFS (Pipeline for Uncollable or Failed Aneurysms) trial, which only included large and giant aneurysms, the major stroke or neurological death rate was only 5.6%.(25). Chalouhi et al. found that PED treatment provided similar complication rates for large and giant aneurysms (4). Taken together with our results, these data support the increasing complication rates with large and giant aneurysms with a cut-off aneurysm size of 18.5 mm.

Learning curve for neurointerventional procedures is a known entity but its importance is not emphasized enough even in controlled studies. Stenting at the level of the common carotid artery bifurcation (CAS) has been the grounds of discussions related to the learning curve in endovascular neurologic interventions. Significant controversy existed as to the caseload necessary for an appropriate learning curve before systematic use of carotid stenting (32). With widespread adoption of stenting, a learning curve in carotid stenting became a well-recognized phenomenon (14). Indeed, failure of acknowledgement of this fact led to premature halting of 2 randomized trials comparing stenting and endarterectomy (1,24). Similarly EVA3S and SPACE trials are criticized for allowing inexperienced operators to perform CAS against better trained surgeons performing endarterectomy and the balanced results in CREST study, which allowed CAS to find its current place in treatment guidelines, is attributed to meticulous selection and training of CAS operators (7,19,31).

A recent study showed that institutional experience is related to a significant decrease in mortality and morbidity of CAS and an operator experience of at least 72 cases is required to attain acceptable levels of morbidity and mortality (10). The critical importance of institutional besides the operator experience was also stated by a meta-analysis performed...
on this subject (30) and a recent paper on learning curves in CAS (26). This data lead to a multispecialty consensus on the requirement of at least 75 CAS procedures (50 of them as the primary operator) to start CAS and 50 CAS procedures annually further on to maintain competence (6).

Clearly, endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms is technically more complex, demanding a higher level of expertise and dexterity as compared to carotid stenting. Yet, the consequences of the learning curve have been ignored for the most part in interventional neuroradiology. Per some vendors, a requirement of as low as 5 proctored cases per new operator is enough for starting flow diverter placement. The physicians, likewise, have underrated the effect of the learning curve. For instance, Murthy et al. published two separate review papers for Pipeline and Silk devices individually based on their evaluation of the earlier reports on either device (22,23). In the latter paper they scrutinized the Silk device and concluded that the Pipeline device is safer. A detailed evaluation of their analysis shows that a considerable number of patients included in their Pipeline report were performed by interventional groups with prior flow diverter experience with Silk (15), the first commercially available flow diverter. That is to say, their comparison may, at least partly, support the effect of the flow diverter learning curve. This point is not unique to Silk device, a similar learning curve was also described for the Pipeline device by groups starting flow diverter placement directly with this device without prior experience on other flow diverters (11). One point that contradicts with this assumption is the increasing morbidity and mortality rates of some interventional groups included in the literature review after the publication of the review paper (eg from 0% to 6.3%) (16). Although this appears to contradict with the concept of the learning curve, a detailed evaluation of the first manuscript by Murthy et al. reveals that the majority of the reports included in the Pipeline series represent data from carefully controlled (pre-commercialization) device evaluation studies and/or vendor sponsored studies for regulatory approval of the device (such as PITA or PUFFS studies) which may inherently contain bias (2,3,18,25) whereas those listed in the Silk report provide “real-life” results with lesser tendency for “cherry picking” of more suitable aneurysms. The inclusion of cases outside the context of trials may have result an increase in the morbidity and mortality rate. As a matter of fact, in a recent retrospective multicenter study involving 17 centers, 5 of which were included in the paper by Murthy (which itself involved 12 centers) the neurologic morbidity and mortality rate was 8.4% (12). All things considered, we put forward that further studies comparing flow diverters to each other or to other treatment modalities including stents should take the learning curve into consideration. In our study, we observed the same learning curve as shown in figure 10 and adverse event rates were significantly different between the first half and second half of the procedures (18.9% vs 3.4%, respectively). Based on our results and others (29), it is reasonable to mandate the inclusion of operators with at least 50 to 100 personal cases should be included in these studies. Additionally, curriculum of subspecialty training in endovascular neurologic procedures should include enough exposure to this technique.

Throughout the learning period, to pay attention to some technical points which we believe to have helped us can lower the rate of adverse events. First of all determining the stent size is critical. In our opinion, choosing the stent according to the measurements of the fully deployed and shortened stent length will increase the accuracy of the stent placement. For example, we prefer to deploy a mildly undersized stent of 3.5 mm for a carotid siphon. Secondly, in case of vascular tortuosity, in order we currently place the microcatheter tip distal to the segment we plan to stent and if possible, on a straight arterial segment. We found that this maneuver not only makes initiation of deployment easier, but also prevents inadvertent proximal migration of the whole system during deployment. Thirdly, deployment of the device one segment at a time will simplify the procedure. If there is an insufficiently expanded segment, this part has to be re-sheathed and deployed again properly or has to expand secondarily by maneuvers explained above. Otherwise, non-apposition or hourglass configuration may develop. Stent apposition is also another important factor affecting treatment outcome. Therefore, stent apposition should be revised after stent detachment and if apposition is not sufficiently attained, use of balloon or stents, apposition should be considered for this purpose. As an exception, if there is contrast stagnation inside the aneurysm when stent is deployed then minimal malapposition is of little importance. Fourthly, distal access catheters provided marked ease during stent deployment and stent re-crossing especially in cases with tortuous anatomy. Additionally, the Silk device is unique for the availability of a tapered configuration. We prefer the tapered version if there is a significant discrepancy in the size of the vessel distal to the aneurysm (or a straightforward stenosis) as compared to the proximal. In our experience this is a frequent finding in dissecting type aneurysms. Finally, the last but not least, telescoping FDs should be avoided as much as possible in perforator rich vascular segments as perforator infarcts may occur due to the higher strut density of FDS compared to other stents. In our cohort, coupling the Silk device with a scaffolding stent or use of a single stent for apposing a Silk device in a perforator rich area is well tolerated.

CONCLUSION

Safety of FD placement for intracranial aneurysms increases with experience and smaller size of the aneurysm. Based on our findings, we suggest that the current recommendations for the accreditation of training programs in endovascular management of cerebrovascular diseases and relevant fellowship curricula be revised to include criteria specific to flow diverters in addition to the current recommendations. Moreover, studies comparing flow diverters with other methods or comparing two flow diverters need to include institutions with sufficient experience.
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